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 The main premise of the game is to try to beat a variety of impossible levels with various number of lives. Introduction Welcome to Mario Bros. X, an awesome new Mario Bros. game! You've just unlocked a new game and you're eager to explore and play it! Let's begin! At the time of this game's creation, all levels in Mario Bros. X could be played using the built-in Super Mario Bros. or Super Mario
Bros. 2 engine. Now you can make your own levels, and add your own unique style of gameplay. It's time to make your own level! How to Play It's time to choose your own path to glory! You can use the Level Editor to create a variety of both classic and unique levels. Classic Super Mario Bros. gameplay is a must! Try to become the best Mario Bros. player in the world by beating all of the impossible
levels with your friends. There's no substitute for experiencing levels played by others. Remember, you can choose any level you like, but the longer it is, the more it will cost! The level may be played on its own, or you can add gameplay using Power Stars and a variety of unlockable power-ups. Don't forget to take pictures and leave a comment below! The Level Editor The Level Editor contains every
part of your new level. It's your home base. Use it to create your masterpiece! There are three different parts to the Level Editor: Level Screen: The main part of the Level Editor. This is the view you'll see when you play the game. Level Screen Background: The background color of the Level Editor. Level Screen Background: The background color of the Level Editor. Level Editor Controls: A variety
of buttons are visible on this part of the Level Editor, to easily select the current level, pan, zoom, and select screens. Creating a Level It's time to begin! Now you can build a level. First, select the area you want to be part of your level. This includes the grid, the background, the player, and the goal. Note: You can use the map to zoom in and out, and pan to any area on the map. The map is a navigation

tool, and you can navigate anywhere. Creating a new level starts with a new map with a grid. You can use this map as your background. Use your keyboard 82157476af
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